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Oppose Assad and
Putin’s crimes in Syria

By Mark Boothroyd, member of Camberwell and
Peckham CLP and activist with Syria Solidarity UK
The Labour frontbench make great claim of their anti-war credentials, Corbyn having been chair of the Stop the War Coalition, and having been active
in the anti-war movement in 2001-2003 opposing the disastrous attacks on
Afghanistan and Iraq. Stop The War are holding a speakers tour round the
country calling for an “anti-war government”, and touting Corbyn’s administration-in-waiting as just that.
Yet despite their anti-war stance, Corbyn and his front bench have been reluctant to openly criticise the Syrian regime or its imperialist backers. When
Russia openly entered the Syrian conflict in 2015, sending its airforce to bomb
opposition strongholds into submission, Corbyn said he may welcome Russia
in a “peacekeeping” role. No further condemnation was forthcoming of Russia’s role in the conflict, despite its widespread targeting of civilian areas and
use of banned weapons like white phosphorous.
When the Assad regime besieged Aleppo and subject it to unrelenting bombardment, it was months before Corbyn issued a statement which explicitly
condemned the Syrian regime and Russian attacks, and this was only done
after protests by Labour Party members and Syria solidarity activists over
Labour’s lack of response.
Corbyn’s response
Contrast this with Corbyn’s response to Trump’s strikes on a Syrian regime
airbase; this was issued within days and condemned the airstrikes, even though

they only targeted a military base and were explicitly in response to the regime’s
use of chemical weapons against civilians.
Corbyn was again very quick to respond when there were reports that a minuscule amount of UK aid funding was appropriated by extremist rebel groups,
issuing a statement within days condemning this fact. He has been silent however on the constant obstruction of aid going to opposition areas besieged by
the regime, the regular reports that UN relief aid has ended up in the hands
of Syrian regime forces, or the glaring hypocrisy that the UN and World Food
Programme (WFP) have carried out over 257 air drops of food to Deir Ezzour,
a regime controlled city in north eastern Syria that was besieged by ISIS from
2015-2017, yet the UN and WFP has carried out zero air drops to any besieged
opposition areas, despite repeated pleas for them.
At the 2017 Labour Party conference, Corbyn talked about the impact of
war and authoritarian regimes worldwide, but failed to mention Syria once, a
fact which drew criticism from UK-based Syrian organisations.
Russia’s role
Coupled with these belated and weak condemnations of Russia and the
regime’s actions, Emily Thornberry on numerous occasions was seen lending
credence to Assad regime claims that the problem in Aleppo was “jihadists”
rather than the regime’s siege, and advocating a Homs-style solution to the
conflict. Homs was another city besieged by the Assad regime during the conflict. Civilians were forcibly evacuated from the siege, the first of many forced
displacements engineered by the regime.
Thornberry was essentially advocating for
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ISSUE 14
The Tories and their press are full of hysteria about Russia. The
Russian regime may not pose a real threat to most people in Britain,
but our labour movement should still strongly oppose it.
For the people of Syria, Russian imperialism poses a clear and
immediate danger. Without Putin’s backing (plus that of the Iranian state and its clients) Bashar al Assad’s brutal war against the
country’s civilian population would not maintain itself.
In many ways the situation in Syria is complex, but solidarity
with democratic forces, including the Kurdish movement, and
sharp opposition to the Assad regime and its backers should be
basic. The reality is that the position taken by Jeremy Corbyn’s
Labour leadership is, put mildly, not good enough. We explain why.
Plus more on: internal party struggles; Labour councils; repealing the anti-union laws; women’s liberation; working-class history;
and the awkward issue of Labour’s attitude to the police and crime.

WHERE WE STAND
The Labour Party and the country are standing at a crossroads.
Jeremy Corbyn’s election as Labour leader in 2015 and re-election
in 2016 opened up a space for socialist politics to re-emerge into the
British mainstream. The 2017 General Election result confirmed that
there are millions of people in Britain who at least want to see an end
to austerity, neo-liberalism and the worst miseries inflicted by the
broken capitalist system. The socialist left of the labour movement
has a historic opportunity – we must seize it now.
That means an open discussion on politics and principles; assisting
the grassroots of the labour movement to develop our own policies
for a Labour government to transform society; building on and critically engaging with policies proposed by the leader’s office, the
unions, constituency parties and other parts of the movement.
It means democratising the Labour Party, preventing further coup
attempts against the leadership, and preventing further unjust purges,
suspensions, and expulsions. It means facilitating debate on Momentum’s purpose, problems and future.
The Clarion is a space for and a contribution to those debates. In
addition to news and reports from the labour movement, our coverage will focus on:
• Debate and discussion on class and class struggle today, and how
we go beyond ‘new politics’ and ‘progressive politics’ to revive working-class politics.
• How we make socialism’s task of building a new society based on
common ownership and need not profit the basic, unifying goal of
the left; how we fight for bold socialist policies in the here and now.
• Fighting nationalism; building working-class solidarity across
borders, and between workers of different backgrounds and from different communities.
• Taking a serious and consistent approach to equality and liberation struggles.
• Standing up for rational debate and against the cultures of clickbait, conspiracy theory and instant denunciation which have unfortunately taken root among certain sections of the left.
We welcome involvement from comrades who are in broad agreement with these above points and aim to critically engage with ideas
from across the left.
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Continued from page one
forced displacement as a solution
to the regime’s atrocities.
Thornberry wrote an article for
the Guardian on the anniversary of
the start of the Iraq war which
made no mention of the Assad
regime or its attacks, and only referenced Russia’s “devastating
blows against... proxy armies”
within Syria.
What this pattern of responses
show is that the Labour frontbenchers have a tendency to
downplay or legitimise the crimes
of Russia and the Syrian regime.
Whatever their reasoning for this
– be it wilful ignorance, dangerous
naivety or calculated politics – it
represents a line of thinking which

is apologist in its lack of consistent
opposition to Russian and Syrian
regime war crimes, and legitimation of the regime and its backers.
At a time when millions of Syrians are desperate for any sort of
aid, this politics only gives succour
to their oppressors, and is hypocritical in light of their strident
opposition to US-led wars and interventions.
Why is the leadership’s position so
bad?
The Labour leadership’s failures
on Syria can be traced to the
legacy of “campist” politics, the
hangover of the old Cold War politics in to the 21st century which
still sees “the western camp” as the
main enemy, regardless of the actions and imperialist nature of

regimes like Russia, and the brutal
dictatorship and unbridled neoliberal capitalism of Assad’s Syria.
A whole generation of socialist activists were educated to view the
world this way, and it is this which
informs their position on Syria.
This is apparent when you examine the politics of those advising the frontbench on Syria. In
2015 Corbyn’s main advisor on
Syria – who briefed the parliamentary Labour Party before the
2015 vote on intervention – was
journalist Patrick Cockburn.
Cockburn has made no secret of
his regime sympathies, calling
openly for the UK military to
work
with
the
Assad
regime against ISIS. Another culprit is Seumas Milne. Milne is Executive Director of Strategy and
Communications for the Labour
Party and is well known for
his campist politics. Milne is on
record as stating focusing on Russian and Syrian regime atrocities
in Syria “sometimes diverts attention from other atrocities”. It’s
hard to imagine similar statements
being made about US atrocities in
the Vietnam war, or US and UK
atrocities in the Iraq war. Both of
them, coupled with Stop The War

and its troop of pro-Assad commentators have had a malign effect
on Labour’s position on Syria.
Any criticism of Labour over its
stance on Syria is liable to bring on
a deluge of rancorous apologism
from soft and hardline Assadists
within the Labour Party and the
Stop The War movement. It is absolutely necessary though to challenge them on this. Civilians
throughout Syria are being subject
to attacks which would provoke
mass demonstrations if they were
inflicted on Palestinians, yet they
are met with silence by Britain’s
anti-war organisations and ostensibly anti-war politicians. This situation must change.
The Syrian conflict will be as
defining an event for the 21st
century as the Palestine-Israeli
conflict was for the 20th. To have
a Labour leadership promulgating essentially a pro-regime line
is abhorrent and a betrayal of
basic anti-war and anti-imperialist principles which the Labour
frontbench claim to hold.
To read a much longer version, with
a focus on the crisis in Eastern Ghouta, go to bit.ly/2FOriaA

Their opposition to Putin and ours
By Omar Raii, Lewisham
West and Penge CLP
Jeremy Corbyn rightly condemned the recent, dreadful poison attack in Salisbury but
seemed reluctant to point the
finger at Russia straight away.
He later appeared to clarify and
made a statement that was much
more critical about Russia’s
human rights abuses.
On the face of it, what he said
wasn’t exactly outrageous and
much of the criticism of it comes
from a place of classic Tory quasijingoism, which is ironic to say the
least. It is simply unconvincing for
Tories to take huge sums of
money from Russian oligarchs
and Putin’s chums and then regard themselves as a credible opposition to Putin.
But the fundamental problem
from a left viewpoint was with his
reticence to clearly condemn the
Russian regime, without needing
to be pushed into it. A likely reason for this is the influence of his
spokesperson, Seumas Milne.
Milne’s history of euphemising
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and downplaying Russian and Soviet crimes is so well known at
this point it would be boring to
recount it.
Opposition to Putin is a prerequisite for the left. His is, after
all, a regime that signs cooperation deals with European far-right
parties (Lega Nord, Front National, AfD, etc.), that has invaded
several countries in the past
decade, and has the largest nuclear
arsenal in the world.
Scepticism is important, especially about what the British state
says given its history (we hardly
need to remind ourselves of the
run up to the Iraq War). But why
on earth should socialists not extend their critical faculties to the
claims of a Russian President who
has denied the repeated use of
chemical weapons by his staunch
ally Bashar Al-Assad, that has
claimed perhaps it was Jews who
interfered with American elections, and who made vague statements about whether Russian
forces actually invaded Eastern
Ukraine, despite their quite blatantly having done so?

Soon after the awful incident,
McDonnell announced he would
not be appearing on Russia Today
again, saying that the Kremlinbacked broadcaster “goes beyond
objective journalism”. He called
on other Labour MPs to follow
suit. Since he has categorically
stated that, while full details are
not yet known, all possibilities
show that the blame for the attack
ultimately lies with the Russian
government.
McDonnell was right. The
left needs to be forthright in not
only denouncing Tory hypocrisy
and any warmongering from
Westminster, but also the
heinous crimes of the Putin
regime and the continual sabrerattling – and real military operations – from Moscow.

Peter Tatchell writes for The Clarion
on why our leadership has failed
Syrians fighting for democracy
• bit.ly/2FPrS7E
Solidarity with the Kurds!
As we go to press, Turkishbacked Islamist and fascist
fighters have entered the city of
Afrin in Rojava (Syrian Kurdistan). This is a serious defeat but
the Kurdish struggle continues.
• For a model motion for
Labour Parties from the Kurdistan Solidarity Campaign see
bit.ly/2G6bRJW
• For more, by Owen Jones, including on Britain’s shameful
role, see bit.ly/2FL57lC
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Newham Labour members deselect
right-wing mayor
By Rhetta Khan
Sir Robin Wales has been
Labour’s longest serving Mayor,
elected in the London borough
of Newham.
His tenure has been overshadowed by accusations of patronage,
aggressive behaviour and bullying.
He and a senior advisor were
found guilty of threatening behaviour by the independent
Newham Standards Board.
In the trigger ballot for re-selection as mayoral candidate
Wales was backed by most affiliates, including the GMB and
USDAW but all 20 Labour
branches voted against his renewed selection. The resulting selection race saw local councillor,
Rokhsana Fiaz, beat Sir Robin by
861 votes to 503.
Fiaz was supported by Momentum but does not hail from
the hard left. She supported Jere-

mey Corbyn in both leadership
elections but stood on a platform
to appeal to the breadth of the
Labour Party. This included a
commitment to genuinely affordable housing and to local democracy, arguing that under Wales the
council has been too hierarchical
with decisions taken by a narrow
group around the mayor. Significantly she also pledged to hold a
local vote on whether Newham
continued to have a directly
elected mayor. Such positions
have long been criticised from the
left for concentrating power in the
hands of one person with no
means of accountability.
Robin Wales won the initial
trigger ballot but this was set aside
as complaints were made about irregularities. Had local activists not
organised to push these complaints forwards Wales would
have remained auto-reselected.
We need to scrutinise every elec-

Challenge to Leicester
mayoral stitch-up
By Dane Vincent Smith, Leicester West CLP
For seven years Sir Peter Soulsby has
been Mayor of Leicester. In 2019 the
people of Leicester will get a chance to
vote for the cities mayor, so a grassroots
group in the party decided to trigger a
ballot on whether Soulsby should be
automatically selected, or a democratic
process of open selection should take
place in the party.
Unfortunately the process of this trigger ballot was a total stitch up. Many
members had no idea that the vote was
taking place and didn’t vote. Most affiliates didn’t even have a members’ meeting on which way to vote.
38 party units and affiliates to 23 voted yes to put forward Soulsby
without an open selection process. However 227 individual Labour
Party members wanted an open selection and 157 wanted no open
selection. The local newspaper misinformed the public by saying 157
wanted the mayor returned (which misses the whole point of the
vote). This wasn’t about personalities, it was about democracy. Some
voting for open selection would still have voted for Soulsby. He himself said the process was flawed. At the count half the room was dissatisfied. The open selection process can be an opportunity to debate
issues like austerity.
This now will be appealed to the NEC and lawyers have been contacted.
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tion, selection and committee decision. We need to be bold and
tenacious.
A politically corrupt culture
In various Labour Parties up
and down the country the number
of GMB branches affiliated to
local Labour CLPs has soared. In
Newham the number of affiliations soared from 4 to 35 between
the trigger ballot and the selection
vote. It seems that either GMB
branches are taking a sudden active interest in Labour politics or
something dodgy is going on.
Strangely it has been found that
some of the affiliated branches
knew nothing of their affiliation
and some do not even meet. In
Labour Parties around the country the surge in GMB affiliations

Rokhsana Fiaz replaces Wales
appears to be in seats held by right
wing Labour MPs. Could it be
they fear the result of their own
trigger ballots?
The defeat of Robin Wales is
an important victory for the left
and a vote against a directly
elected mayor in Newham would
be a step forwards in renewing
genuine local democracy.

Oppose ban on Zionist groups
By Dale Street, Glasgow Central CLP
On Saturday 17 March pro-Israeli Jewish groups were forcibly prevented from joining the Stand Up to Racism demonstration in
Glasgow.
In the weeks leading up to the demonstration there had been a concerted campaign to push the demonstration organisers into banning
two "Friends of Israel" groups from marching. The objection was not
to the exact politics of those groups (which in fact defend not just Israel's right to exist but also its governments' policies), but just to the
fact that they are Zionist and fly the Israeli flag.
The Scottish Palestine Solidarity Campaign (PSC) and other
groups demanded exclusion.
The march organisers refused. The organisations which had been
calling for a ban announced that they would boycott the march.
The Scottish PSC, the Communist Party of Great Britain (M-L),
the Red Front Republic, the Revolutionary Communist Group, and
Class War turned up on 17 March regardless, and "kettled" the Jewish
groups to stop them joining the march.
Speakers over their sound system also denounced Jeremy Corbyn
and Diane Abbott. "Jeremy Corbyn met with the Zionists, with the
Labour Friends of Israel, and said that he admired the Israeli state".
The official stewards did nothing. The demonstration set off twenty
minutes early, leaving the "Friends of Israel" groups kettled.
One speaker at the post-demonstration rally promised: "Jews who
do not fully share our opinions will be protected against antisemitism".
But that requires an understanding of how contemporary antisemitism expresses itself. Most of it is expressed not in old-fashioned
terms naming Jews as such, but in terms of "absolute anti-Zionism".
Absolute anti-Zionism is something very different from support
for Palestinian rights. "Zionists" - the majority of Jews, who identify
with Israel to one degree or another, from obvious historically-determined reflex - should be treated as "racists" and banned from antiracist marches.
The discriminatory, and divisive character of that attitude played
itself out on the streets of Glasgow. Consistent anti-racists should
stop the spread of this poison.
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London Momentum gets organised
By Simon Hannah, Tooting CLP
Local Momentum groups in London have
had two meetings now over the last couple of
months to coordinate Labour left activities
across the capital.
Like other regions, London hasn't had an
organised Momentum regional network since
they all got shut down over a year ago when
the new constitution was imposed. It would
have been possible to continue the networks,
but demoralisation and lack of leadership
meant that didn’t happen. Now, though, activists felt that with so much happening, with
some victories and some set backs, there was a
lot to learn from each other.
At the two meetings we have held so far discussion has ranged from the Newham Mayoral
election, to the issue of Caste and the campaign against caste discrimination in a number
of London boroughs; we heard from campaigners in Hackney against cuts to SEN provision and Lewisham activists spoke about
their opposition to cuts to CAMHS. Future
plans are for a training event to develop Momentum groups’ social media presence and
reach as well as practical street campaigning
skills.

With
the
local elections
looming on the
3 May and by all
accounts a potential sweeping
victory
for
Labour across
the capital, Momentum members felt that as a
left we did not
have a clear idea
of what platform we could stand on in local government.
We know what we are against but the left has
been shut out of Labour councils in any meaningful way for decades and what we are practically for is not clear. To this end we have
organised a day event called ‘Reimagining
Local Government: London for the many not
the few’ on 24 March to bring left council candidates and campaigners together to discuss issues from housing to finance.
While Momentum’s new councillor network
is to be welcomed we felt that the gulf between
local activists and councillors should be
bridged. The left should oppose the political

elitism that means Labour councillors feel they
can act with impunity once elected and do not
have to include or consult local Labour members in their decision making.
Reimagining Local Government was designed to started the discussion amongst
Labour councillors and activists over what
policies we should pursue and was a well attended and vibrant event. We encourage all
Momentum regions to consider similar initiatives.
We should not retreat into our localities
but reach out to discuss ideas and learn from
each other.

Progress against Progress in Lambeth
Left-wing
doubles its
strength at
Streatham AGM

Labour First national organiser
based here, as well as a full-timer
for the “steel union” Community);
and also the many cynical tricks
and manoeuvres they used to prevent the left from winning more
delegates.
This included preventing the
establishment of a Women’s
Forum in the CLP ahead of the
AGM, and refusing to allow election of a Women’s Officer, both in

By Streatham Labour
Left activists
At the AGM of Streatham CLP
on 22 February, the Progressdominated leadership held on to
every officer position by a clear
margin. But the meeting was far
from being more of the same: the
left-wing bloc organised by
Streatham Labour Left has virtually doubled its representation
on the General Committee.
Last year, the left had about 30
delegates to about 100 for the
right. This year, we had 60 while
the right remained static, taking
our proportion of the GC from
something like 23pc to something
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like 38pc. In two years the vote our
candidate for chair received has
more than quadrupled.
In addition the left now holds
four of the eight ward secretaryships and all the major positions
apart from secretary in a fifth
ward.
Entrenched opposition
These results are all the more
impressive when you consider how
well entrenched and committed
Progress and other right-wingers
are in Streatham (in addition to a
Progress-dominated council we
have a Progress full-timer and the

clear violation of Labour Party
rules.
Streatham Labour Left will
continue to build our strength in
the party while campaigning for
Labour elections victories as well
as on other issues. We are more
than happy to come and speak to
other constituencies to explain
how we have made progress
against Progress! If it can be done
here it can be done anywhere.

A new DAWN next door
By Dulwich and West Norwood left activists
This week the left in Dulwich and West Norwood (DAWN) were
elected to the key positions on the CLP Executive Committee at a
packed AGM of over 200 delegates.
This would be a tremendous achievement anywhere, but even more
so in the heartland of Lambeth’s Progress-led council.
The DAWN left has built up through hard work and campaigning
around the Picturehouse Living Wage struggle and Ritzy victimisations, the campaign to defend Central Hill estate and the Save Lambeth Libraries campaigns, as well a lot of campaigning during the
general election.
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The difficult history of the Labour left
Clarion editor Simon Hannah, author of
A party with socialists in it: a history of
the Labour left, spoke to Martin Thomas
about the book.
Martin: The book is a story of the left losing
again and again. Why?
Simon: The fundamental reason is that the
ideas of a socialist Labour left cannot be realised in the Labour Party as it has been historically constituted. So Labour left
movements have made some gains, but they always come up against the weight of right-wing
union leaders and MPs, and the impasse of trying to reform capitalism through the existing
state.
The high points for the Labour left were the
Socialist League in the 1930s, and the Bennite
and CLPD movement in the 1970s and '80s.
Compared to them, the Bevanite movement of
the 1950s was not so advanced.
The SL got some good policies through
Labour Party conferences, like nationalisation
of the banks in 1932. But the Socialist League
was never more than a network of intellectuals
and a few worker activists. As soon as the
Labour Party NEC [National Executive] told
it to shut itself down in 1937, it did that.
And, considered as a transformative force,
the Socialist League was also vitiated by succumbing to the influence of Stalinism.
Some Socialist League leaders – Cripps,
Laski – saw themselves as influenced by Marxist idea, but for the, at the time that meant
moving into the orbit of the Communist Party
of Great Britain. After about 1934, the Socialist League, failing to secure internal reforms in
the Labour Party, turned more to external
campaigning, in which it worked with the ILP
and the CPGB. Yes, it didn’t really challenge
those Stalinist politics effectively.
You mentioned the Labour left of the 1970s
and 80s as another high point. I was surprised
at how positive an account you gave of the
Labour left "Alternative Economic Strategy"
of that period. That was influenced by the
Stalinist (or by then neo-Stalinist) CPGB,
and Marxists at the time thought it was crap.
It was a high point of the Labour left in that
it established ideas of political economy which
offered an alternative to mainstream Labour
thinking and included, in Stuart Holland's
writings for example, criticisms of old-style
Labour corporatist thinking. But insofar as
that AES was adopted by the Labour Party, it
was never implemented. It was a national proposal which lacked grip on the international
crisis of capitalism.
The AES left was routed in 1975-6 when it
was defeated in the European Union referen-
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dum in 1975 - leaving the EU was always the
AES's first-line, most practical proposal and the Tribune MPs voted for cuts in 1976
after Wilson made it a vote of confidence.
But then a few years later, in 1979-80, the left
revived, and focused much more on transforming the Labour Party itself.
The left turned to institutional reform because it was so horrified by the failure of the
1974-9 government, which had come to office
on a radical manifesto and then failed com-

pletely. The left wanted to make the Labour
Party more accountable. In its own terms that
fight was quite successful.
But then you had a paradox. The Labour
Party had carried through big democratic reforms, it had a left-wing leader, it had left-wing
policies, but it crashed, because the full transformation didn't happen, and the unions were
defeated.
The Bennite movement of the 1980s at its
best did cross over the divide between the
Labour Party and the unions. That is a scandal
in terms of traditional Labourism, where it's
ok to have a Labour left, and even ok to have
some rank-and-file movement in unions, but
the combination of the two is too dangerous.
Your book gives little coverage of the Marxist
strands in the history of the Labour left - the
SDF and BSP before 1918 (the SDF, in fact,
remained active within the Labour Party
right through from 1900), and the pre-Stalinist Communist Party and the National Left
Wing Movement in the 1920s.
I wanted to look at the elements of the left
which had the biggest impact on Labour poli-

cies, and so, for example, the ILP in the 1920s.
Militant also had an impact in the 1970s and
80s.
I thought your coverage of Militant blurred
over their decisive capitulation in 1984, when
they had Liverpool council accept a deal with
the Tories to postpone its financial problems
to the next year so that the Tories could evade
a fight on two fronts, miners and local government.
Yes, taking Militant to task on their mythbuilding is quite important.
How does today's Labour left, in Momentum, measure up against the lessons of the
past?
Momentum needs to be much more political and educative, and not afraid of debating
big ideas. Politically the Labour left is very uneven. It has some people who are very knowledgeable, but little collective discussion.
Over history, Labour lefts have never fallen
apart because of educative debates. They have
fallen apart because they have been defeated.
Even when political debates have caused splits
– as the argument over rate rises did in 197980, for example – those splits have not stopped
components of the left working together.
On the other hand, we want to avoid people
being unprepared when we actually get a left
Labour government and face new struggles as
a result.
The Labour left must get much better at
extra-parliamentary campaigning. There have
been high points in the past of extra-parliamentary campaigning by the Labour left, but
they have not been linked in to a strategy about
politics, and that sort of campaigning is at a
low level at present.
The Labour left needs to be bolder about
democratic reform within the Labour Party.
And it needs to be more democratic itself. The
Labour left should be more prefigurative of the
left-wing Labour Party it wants.
It is hypocritical if a Labour left calling for
a more democratic Labour Party is so thoroughly undemocratic itself.

“Alternative models of
ownership” and socialism
Following Alena Ivanova’s report of the
Labour Party’s “Alternative Model of Owneships” conference in issue 13, Simon Hannah discusses some of the political issues
raised by the conference further.
•Simon at bit.ly/2pmBAEC
•Alena’s report at bit.ly/2pqEwPC
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Is Preston a model for Labour councils?
By Rosie Woods, Harrow
Momentum chair
The Preston Model, the product of collaboration between The Centre for Local Economic Strategies and a number of public
bodies in Preston and Lancashire, has been
receiving nationwide political and press attention.
The Preston Model is based on an initiative
in Cleveland, USA, in which cooperative businesses have been strategically developed to win
contracts to supply local institutions. The theory is that through key institutions investing
their available ‘spend’ with local businesses and
especially cooperatives, wealth is kept within
the local economy and shared more equally
amongst the local population.
In Preston there is an attempt to promote
the development of cooperatives through educational initiatives, cooperative networks and a
business development hub. One aim is to educate young people and students to set up cooperative businesses to fill local procurement
gaps.
There is obviously much to be welcomed
here. Models that foster notions of equality,
democracy and social responsibility are progressive when compared to the massive global
corporations like Amazon or Starbucks.
Anchor institutions (local bodies that have
capital to spend and are rooted to the local
area) such as Preston Council and others have

been trained in altering their procurement approaches to ensure a greater percentage of their
spend is local and investment in cooperative
initiatives is encouraged; this has been coupled
with the establishment of Preston Council as
a Living Wage Employer. This, however, does
not extend to staff employed by contracted out
services or to companies from which goods or
services are procured.
Here in lies one of the problems with the
local wealth creation approach. Small and
medium local enterprises will be the biggest
beneficiaries. But, small and medium businesses generally want to become larger businesses and compete with each other for
contracts. One of the key ways to save money
is to cut back on Labour costs.
While cooperative organisations may score
better in terms of equality and workers’ rights,
they still have to compete within the wider
economy. Can they genuinely flourish without
large subsidy when going up against leaner,
cheaper options? Will they be forced into making their own cutbacks in order to compete?
What we need is change to ensure that
councils and other bodies spending public
money must ensure that companies from
which they buy services pay the living wage
and meet basic standards, such as recognising
trade unions.
Anchor institutions procure goods; they also
deliver services. But under conditions of austerity there simply is not enough money to pay

for the services needed, no amount of local
spending is going to plug that gap.
What we need is a commitment from
Labour to restore local government funding to
previous levels and legislation to enable councils to raise their own funds to invest and extend direct service provision.
This is the fundamental problem with the
Model. It does not challenge the market. To
improve services and keep wealth local by contracting out to better local organisations or cooperatives sounds good but the market
operates on the basis of competition and the
drive for profit. To advance the idea that we
can create alternative local economic systems
within capitalism is naïve and disorienting.
Where cooperatives and community
wealth schemes create bubbles of better
workplaces and better conditions they are
welcome. But socialists should have bigger
aspirations for the way that local government
operates and far bigger aspirations for the
transformation of the economy.

Oxford Labour is failing the homeless
By Atticus Stonestrom, Oxford
East CLP
Austerity has cast an ugly shadow over
Britain’s housing landscape.
Today, as many as one in two hundred in the
UK are homeless. Tory cuts to homelessness
services have crippled local provision, police
persecution of rough sleepers is rampant, and
tenant rights remain anaemic, undermined by
Thatcher-era landlord empowerment schemes.
This crisis is on clear display perhaps
nowhere more than in the streets of Oxford,
home – in a meagre sense – to nearly a hundred rough sleepers. The student body artificially inflates rent costs; the city is dominated
by the University, a regressive institution that
owns tens of thousands of acres of land.
Now, although the magnitude of the problem has secured great interest and engagement
from the community at large, local policy
change in particular tends to be driven by direct internal pressure from activist groups – see,
for instance, the 2015 campaign against a Public Space Protection Order banning rough
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sleeping in the city centre, or the more recent
campaign to expand the Severe Weather
Emergency Protocol.
This pressure is naturally accompanied by
tension and charged debate, and Oxford
Labour – which comprises thirty-five of our
forty-eight city councillors – is often divided
on the question of homelessness. The intention
here is not to sow discord for its sake; instead,
it is to question institutional thinking, hold authority accountable, and bypass unnecessary
bureaucracy – all vital tasks.
The established narrative surrounding
homelessness in the UK is often deeply deficient, and, at times, actively destructive. It is a
narrative that leads councils to redirect funding
from homelessness services into “Your Kindness Can Kill” campaigns; a narrative that coopts St. Mungo’s outreach teams to serve as de
facto immigration compliance agents; a narrative that permits “moving on,” forced removal,
the effective social cleansing of city streets. It
is, in short, a narrative built upon the myth of
the “deserving” poor, right-wing rhetoric of the
worst kind: petty, narrow-minded, and reductive.

Provision for the homeless is limited, and,
for many, not even an option. It fails to cover
those without a local connection, those without
legal IDs, or foreign nationals and refugees
without recourse to public funds.
Even for those to whom provision is available, there are a host of reasons that it might
be less than ideal. Homeless shelters and hostels are usually rife with drug and alcohol use,
serving as strong relapse triggers for those recovering from addiction. Theft, bullying, and
generally poor conditions are another deterrent, and the often limited space available for
animals is a common concern for those with
dogs; the list goes on.
Remember, too, the broader context of any
dialogue around homelessness in the UK; the
widely enforced Vagrancy Act of 1824 makes
rough sleeping a criminal offense, revoking, in
a cruelly perverse irony, the nearly universal
right to free and public space from only the
ones who need it most.
Progress in the face of this crisis can come
only through difficult questions and strong
demands: not only of our political adversaries, but also of ourselves.
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The Central issue

Arguing against the ant
We need to build an active campaign to
repeal all the anti-union laws – part of
which must be fighting for Labour’s new
(2017) conference policy to be carried
out. Such a campaign will meet numerous
objections from the Tories, the right-wing
press and so on, backed by outrage designed to prevent rational discussion.
Sacha Ismail considers some of the likely
objections and the kind of arguments we
will need to answer them.
1. You can’t have strikes without a ballot!
Workers should have democratic control over
when and how they strike.
Clearly the Thatcher governments did not introduce a legal requirement for postal ballots in
order to encourage that! Quite the opposite.
Postal ballots are designed to slow down and
atomise the process of deciding on action – and
if possible prevent it altogether – with workers
sitting at home by themselves rather than taking
part in a collective process with their workmates.
Why can’t we have online voting? Why can’t
we have ballot boxes in workplaces? And in fact,
ballots are not the only form of democratic decision. Before the anti-union laws people often
voted in mass meetings. In fact it would be perfectly possible to combine the two – a mass
meeting followed by people voting by ballot
there and then. Sometimes a delegate meeting
or conference of some sort might need to decide.
Lastly, there may be times when workers feel or
judge there is a need to simply walk out, eg in
order to take quick and decisive action against
some attack from their employers. The law
should protect this right as much as possible, not
outlaw it.
These things should be decided by workers
and their unions, not by the state.
We should also note that the idea of postal
ballots with extensive notifications and waiting
periods is an imposition of Thatcherism. Even
the Tory government that imposed anti-union
laws in 1927 after the defeat of the General
Strike did not introduce compulsory ballots. The
idea a left Labour government would leave them
in place is absurd, and an indication of how far
things have shifted to the right.
In fact that applies to many aspects of this discussion. We need to shift the discussion leftwards.

desirable. To limit the right to picket is to try to
make pickets ineffective and undermine strikes
– which is the entire point of these rules.
The ban on flying pickets means that strikers
cannot target other workplaces and institutions
with a link to their employer and cannot go and
explain their case to other workers and ask for
support. Again, it is about making strikes ineffective. We should oppose that.

3. The “closed shop” violates people’s
right to decide
Before it was banned there were issues with the
“closed shop” – compulsory union membership
in order to work in a workplace or company –
being used bureaucratically for eg top union
officials to get radical troublemakers excluded
or sacked by denying them union membership.
Self-evidently that is not why it was banned.
Again, it was about undermining unions’ position.
It may or may not be a good idea for a union
to insist on compulsory union membership in a
given workplace or company, but that should be
up to the union – or more to the point, the workers organised in the union – to decide, not the
state. And is the demand really so outrageous in
all circumstances? Do people have the right to
eg not pay taxes? Or to ignore health and safety
laws?
All workers in a well-unionised workplace
benefit from the union’s presence and strength
and so it is perfectly understandable why a strong
union might insist on people joining.

4. The state must insist on unions being
democratic
Again, do we really believe Thatcher cared
about union democracy?
Or governments which for decades have used
any and every legal technicality to undermine
even overwhelming democratic votes to go on
strike? For sure the undemocratic nature of some
unions helped justify the introduction of laws to
partially control union constitutions (laws which
among other things insist on regular elections),

2. Mass picketing and flying pickets
means intimidation
To be effective, a picket needs to discourage
people from going into work.
There are various forms this can take. Certainly large numbers of pickets are almost always
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In the early 80s miners struck for nurses
but the purpose of this control was to tame
unions, not democratise them.
In the ’70s some unions were undemocratic,
and some unions are undemocratic now – what
the law has done is changed the specifics and
form of that, while also suppressing union independence.
We need democratic unions – but this must
be controlled and enforced by union members
themselves.

5. Strikes for political goals are
undemocratic
Are demonstrations for political goals undemocratic?
What about direct action and civil disobedience? In fact a society where working people
have extensive ability to organise and take action
to influence what the government does is far
more democratic than one where that ability is
curtailed or suppressed. To deny that suggests a
very shallow conception of democracy – which
of course is precisely what we are encouraged to
have. If you accept popular action to influence
and pressure governments: strikes are the most
effective form of such action.
In addition, is not at all easy to say what is a
political and issue and what isn’t.
When political strikes are banned then in reality workers’ ability to fight for their own immediate rights is also limited – as we see all the
time when strikes over immediate workplace issues are declared political and therefore illegal by
the courts (or by union officials).

6. It would be unpopular
Workers at Ford Dagenham voting to strike

It’s not clear that this is true at all, rather than
a “fact” which has simply been declared.

The Central issue

ti-union laws

Mass picketing during the Grunwick strike made national news, 1976-78
Unfortunately it seems to be influencing some
at the top of the Labour Party.
The “it’s unpopular” argument is not a trump
card. It is only ever used selectively. The press
often assumes politicians are obsessed with
what’s popular and what’s not, and there is of
course some truth to that, and yet the huge unpopularity of eg privatising the NHS has not
stopped governments doing it. Tony Blair was a
great fan of citing public opinion to justify rightwing policies – but even when there really was
opinion on his side this served to justify policies
he wanted anyway, to appeal to the right-wing
press or simply because he supported them.
There is also, no doubt, some element of such
politicians genuinely believing, in defiance of evidence, that only right-wing policies can be popular. Meanwhile public opinion never stopped
Blair carrying out unpopular right-wing policies
like privatisation and increasing inequality.
In fact the Blairites worked hard to shift both
official political discourse and wider public opinion to the right. More generally, what is popular
and unpopular is not a fixed matter of black and
white – it is complex, shifting and shaped by political initiative. Left-wing movements have a
duty to help educate and reshape public opinion,
particularly when the question involved is an important one. The anti-union laws surely are im-

portant: should workers who want to organise
and struggle have legal space to do so effectively
or not?
It is not such a leap to imagine that the idea
of workers being able to organise and take action against an out-of-control corporate elite
– or for instance for goals such as saving the
NHS – could be very popular, if substantial
forces made the case and argued for it.

Which side are you on?
If you’re on the side of workers standing up for
themselves, then repealing the anti-union laws
should be a no brainer.
The kind of heroic workers’ struggles we saw
in the ’60s and ’70s and ’80s faced difficulties
enough without the laws we have now. We need
to do everything we can to make the smaller
struggles taking place today and the bigger
struggles we will have again in the future as easy
and effective as possible. That is obviously not
just a matter of the laws that exist, but laws are
an important part of it. The possibility that a
Corbyn government could leave the bulk of antiunion laws in place – and at the moment the
leadership are not saying one way or another,
with various evidence that they are hesitating –
is cause for concern.

We need to organise to make sure Labour
conference’s decisions on this are carried out
and campaigned for.

Help make it happen!
At Labour Party conference last year, delegates voted unanimously for a motion to repeal not just the 2016 Trade Union Act but
the anti-trade union laws introduced by the
Tories in the 1980s and 90s – and to introduce
positive legal workers’ rights. However
Labour is not yet fighting for these policies.
The task is to get them known and actively
carried out.
Clarion activists are working to get discussion in the labour movement about the antiunion laws, how they are used, and what the
next Labour government should do about
them; researching the effect of the anti-union
laws, documenting their use today, and delving into the history books to learn about previous campaigns against anti-union laws; and
organising events around these issues.
Get your union branch or Labour Party to
support the statement.
• Find the statement, plus articles and other
resources at bit.ly/2DGSnX5
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Parliamentary selections

“Help people get educated and confident”
Following a hard fought campaign,
Pamela Fitzpatrick was recently selected as the Labour PPC for the
marginal Harrow East seat. She spoke
to The Clarion.
I grew up in Harlesden, in a working-class
Irish family that was always struggling financially.
We faced homelessness several times. My
family was quite political, coming out of class
experience but also the Troubles in Ireland.
I joined a trade union in my first job, and my
first strike was when I was 19. I’ve been a shop
steward or workplace rep numerous times.
The theme of helping people fight for better
terms and conditions was central to how my
politics developed, coming both through my
union experience but also the jobs I’ve had
since my mid-20s, in the voluntary sector, with
a focus on advising people about welfare benefits and also migrants’ rights. I worked for the
Citizens' Advice Bureau and the Child Poverty
Action Group. I helped set up and now run
Harrow Law Centre.
In the late 90s I found myself campaigning
against much of what the Labour government
was doing, in terms of benefits. Lots of my colleagues asked how can you be in this Labour
Party; but because of my strong roots in unions
I saw Labour as the only place it was possible
to achieve real change. From about 2010 I got
more involved and threw myself in. I stood as
a councillor.
Of course it was very difficult for a long
time. I remember the years in Harrow when
the Fabians seemed to be the most radical political force... Then Corbyn happened and suddenly it wasn’t so difficult!
We need more political education and discussion about how society can be different. I
want to see a society where people have somewhere really decent to live, can easily put food
on the table, have decent healthcare - where
families can afford to stay together. There’s
nothing massively radical about that, of course,
but it will require shifting wealth and power,
which is why public ownership is so important,
and the questions John McDonnell has raised
about workers having more say in their workplaces, about cooperatives and so on.
What’s needed is that we help more people
become politically educated and confident to
be active. Social media is useful but democracy
has to be about people engaging in the real
world. Really central to that is reviving strong
trade union activism. The people I went to
school with, their mums worked in factories, it
was low paid work, but it was unionised. That’s
very different from today.
The legal bar you have to hit to take strike
action is absurd. Union officials are always
worried about what overstepping the bounds
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will mean for their unions’ funds. Those laws
introduced by the Tories were kept in place by
a Labour government for thirteen years. Now
we have an opportunity to repeal all of them.
Turning Harrow Labour
I don’t think Harrow is really a traditionally
Tory area. Even before 1997 parts of Harrow
were Labour sometimes. Since then Harrow
West has been Labour for two decades, now
heavily so, and Harrow East was until 2010.
I think people in Harrow are crying out for
the kind of policies Corbyn is offering.
Harrow was very hostile to the Iraq war, unsurprisingly given the diverse make-up of our
community, which is the most religiously diverse in London and near the top for the most
ethnically diverse.
The ward I represent is very mixed but has
a lot of middle-class areas. So-called middleclass people are worried about their kids coming of university with £50,000 of debt and then
not being able to find a decent job. Those kids
are worried because they very possibly can’t afford to live with or near their partner. Everyone
is worried about the health service, and older
people losing their homes to pay for social care.
We have the worst level of low pay in the
capital according to the research by Trust for
London and the TUC. We have the second
highest rate of evictions, and the lowest level
of council housing.
The kind of policies we are offering mean
that, minimally, people will be able to stay together in Harrow and not be sent off round the
country because there is no housing for them
here. It means kids will be able to get an education racking up those huge debts.
With a socialist message and a strong campaigning candidate, Harrow East is extremely
winnable. The Tories will attack the left, of
course, but our response will be a positive campaign around the issues and around our vision.
Haringey seems like a clear example of
councillors not listening to their party or their
community. The media presented it as the
NEC over-riding councillors, but in reality the
council leadership had lost support from the
party and all sections of the community and

even many of their own councillors.
Labour councillors and councils need to be
more ambitious. We need to make sure the
party does what is needed and restores the lost
funding to local authorities.
Under Blair we moved to councils being run
by cabinets. We need to go back to democratic
committee systems, which mean power is
spread among more councillors and there is
more influence and democracy for party members and also for the wider community. Executive mayors are even worse than cabinets.
The way our MPs have related to the leadership, in particular the coup against Corbyn,
hasn’t helped, either. Now I think things in the
PLP are shifting and some good, popular
politicians are starting to come through. Corbyn himself has shown that it is possible to
connect with ordinary people.
There is also a question of who becomes an
MP. We lost the trade union route, which produced politicians with a variety of life and
workplace experiences. There has been a tendency to have upper middle-class people, in
many cases the stereotype of PPE at Oxford
and then a life in professional politics. We need
more working-class candidates.
When I set up Harrow Law Centre, we established pay parity – as the director I get the
same salary as the administrative staff. That’s
been a really popular and successful thing, despite some sceptics.
There’s clearly an issue about the kind of
lifestyles MPs enjoy too and I’d like to think
more about what we can do about that.

“An independent workers’
voice”
CWU activist Jenn Forbes is campaigning
to be Labour’s parliamentary candidate in
Truro and Falmouth, a Cornish constituency which saw the Labour vote rise by
172pc in last year’s general election. She
spoke to The Clarion about her campaign,
trade unionism and how the left can develop
working-class political consciousness and
socialist ideas - see our website.
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women’s struggles

Women’s lives matter!
By Jennifer Jones, Sheffield
Heeley CLP activist and Sheffield
Momentum chair (pc)
Women’s Lives Matter is a non-party group
of grassroots campaigners who first came together when Doncaster Women’s Aid was
under threat of closure.
We came together again in 2017 when the
service born out of that campaign, South Yorkshire Women’s Aid, was told they’d no longer
receive funding.
Through campaigning we got in touch with
other women’s rights activists and campaigns.
We became increasingly aware of other
women’s centres, refuges and women’s medical
services, eg the Liverpool Women’s Hospital
Campaign. We were pleased to make these
links but there was a lack of a platform to share
experiences, techiques and support. That’s why
we came together to hold our first Women’s
Lives Matter meeting.
The panel included DPAC, Save Women’s
Aid, the Liverpool Women’s Hospital Campaign and the Durham TAs. We had contributions from Barnsley Save our NHS campaign
and from young Muslim sisters. This year’s
we’re aiming to hold another “umbrella” meeting, but make it bigger and a day long event,
more like a conference - dates will be available
on our Facebook pages! We’re hoping to make
links more widely, eventually across the UK.
We continue to focus on winning ringfenced funding for domestic violence support
services and refuges, but we are also trying to
raise awareness of issues like Yarls Wood.
We are a trans-inclusive campaign. We are
very clear about that on our campaign materials. We had a bit of discussion about it, but it
didn’t last long and there was a strong consensus. Women are women. People who identify
differently from the body they were born with
are not our enemies; our enemy is a class
enemy.
We are non-partisan – many of us are members of the Labour Party and many aren’t – but

we are very outspoken about being a pro-Corbyn organisation. When we’re doing public
events or speeches or visiting other women’s
groups, we talk about the need for the country
to be governed by a Corbyn-led Labour Party.
That’s the only hope for women of our class to
see positive change.
We have a lot of support from local Labour
Parties. My CLP, Sheffield Heeley, voted
unanimously to support the campaign. I was
surprised it was unanimous. Momentum
Sheffield supports us too. The first official
Labour organisation to give support was the
Leeds Women’s Forum, they’d seen what was
happening on Twitter. It so happened we were
having a very difficult day, we felt tired and
struggling, and then there was this ray of sunshine when these women sent through a picture with home made signs supporting us.
We’ve had a lot of support from unions, local
branches but also some national unions. Also
some prominent individuals: for instance Ken
Loach did a fundraiser for us.
Some individuals in the Green Party but not
the party as such, which surprised me. And also
we’ve been disappointed by the lack of support
from some prominent left-wing Labour and
union figures in the region.
Obviously much of our campaigning is
around Labour councils, in the first instance
Doncaster. Our general view is that councils
should be doing more to stick to the anti-austerity line of the leadership. Not long before we

Charnwood celebrates women in struggle
By Liz Yeates and Maria Bagnall
50 Labour Party members joined Charnwood CLP’s 9 March International Women’s Day
celebration with the theme of “Women in Struggle”.
We heard speeches from sacked Picturehouse rep Kelly Rogers and trans activist Heather
Peto, and poetry from self-declared ‘Disaffected Middle-Aged Woman’ Janine Booth. The event
was inspired by the motion Charnwood sent to last year’s Labour conference supporting the
Picturehouse and McDonald’s strikes and committing the party to repealing all Tory anti-union
laws.
A huge success and we raised £242 for the Picturehouse strike fund.
• Full report on the website.
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heard South Yorkshire Women’s Aid was having its funding withdrawn, Keir Starmer made
a statement bout the importance of women’s
refuges and DV services and Labour’s commitment to supporting that.
Doncaster has £8-9 million in reserves and
we were asking for £30,000 for the service, so
it’s a big question why they don’t concede that.
The council’s own domestic violence services
are nowhere near adequate to deal with the
huge volume of domestic abuse incidents in
the area, 6,500 last year. Often cases are referred to Women’s Aid for that reason, so this
makes no sense.
Beyond that, many of us would be in favour
of setting no cuts budgets. If a number of
Labour councils were willing to stand together they could defeat the government.
Strong union support would be crucial.
• Search “Women’s Lives Matter” on Facebook. Jennifer writes as a campaign activist
and not on behalf of South Yorkshire
Women’s Aid.

Solidarity with the women
at Yarl’s Wood! Close all
detention centres!
Over a hundred women detained in Yarl’s
Wood immigration detention centre in
Bedfordshire have been on hunger strike
against inhumane conditions at the facility, including inadequate medical care and
the fact that they are in effect detained indefinitely.
It is good that Labour politicians have
expressed concern, tried to visit Yarls Wood
and raised the hunger strike in Parliament.
But Labour policy is for a time limit on detention, not its abolition.
Labour activists should build solidarity
with the inmates of detention centres and
campaign for all of them to be closed – as
advocated in the model motion promoted
by the Labour Campaign for Free Movement bit.ly/2waxDat
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working-class history

Breaking the chains of low paid, precarious work
In issue 13, for International
Women’s Day, Kelly Rogersmentioned the inspirational
1910 chainmakers’ strike.
Here Sandwell General Unison branch secretary Tony
Barnsley tells the story.
The growth of zero-hour contracts means that there is a growing proportion of workers in
‘precarious’ employment.
Annual real wage growth, is
now a distant memory and strikes
are at an all-time low; with trade
union membership now at 6.5
million there are many workplaces
where unions simply do not exist.
What can be learnt from the precarious workers of the past?
The chainmakers’ strike of 1910,
where ‘unorganisable’ women
workers took on their masters, and
in doing so doubled their wages,
inspired a generation. The domestic chain trade was made up of
hundreds of small forges, many in
people’s backyards. The chain
bosses “commissioned” the work
with each chainmaker individually.
This system meant the women,
who needed the work, seemed to
be in no position to force up their

wages.
The trade union agitator Mary
MacArthur described the forges as
something akin to medieval torture chambers. Poverty wages were
paid for a hard 54-hour week.
After a national campaign
against low pay by the AntiSweating League, the government
had introduced legislation to end
“sweating” in the domestic chain
trade and for a minimum wage of
11s 3d a week. But the employers
refused to pay it. By then Mary
Macarthur and the National Federation of Women Workers
(NFWW) had recruited some 400
domestic chainmakers to the
union.
Demanded
The NFWW demanded that the
women be paid the 11s 3d immediately.
The response from some of the
smaller factories was to lock out
the workers. This was the spark for
them to fight back. MacArthur organised a mass meeting and the
strike had begun.
The employers did not expect a
long strike. They knew how little
the women were paid, and that to
go without meant hunger.
MacArthur, aware of the dire need

for money if the chainmakers were
not to be starved back to work,
threw her energies into raising
enough solidarity funds to pay the
strikers.
By 1 September some 650
chainmakers were on strike. Collections were held outside church
congregations
and
football
grounds. MacArthur wrote leaflets
and letters asking for support. But
she also used the new media of the
era—cinema. She made a film exposing the miserable conditions of
the chainmakers, watched by ten
million people which helped generate the much-needed cash.
Enough money was being raised
to pay every striker freeing them to
keep fighting to double their
wages. The strike grew and so did
support for the strikers and the

bosses caved in. On 22 October,
Mary MacArthur addressed a
mass meeting in Cradley Heath
and declared that the new minimum wage of 11s 3d a week had
been secured by the strike.
The chainmakers had won a
100% pay rise.
Whilst a future Corbyn led
Labour government might pass
laws increasing workers’rights.
We need our class to learn the
importance of struggle and collective organisation to improve
our lot in an increasingly grossly
unequal world.
• Tony Barnsley is author of
Breaking Their Chains: Mary
Macarthur and the Chainmakers’
Strike of 1910, available from
www.bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

Solidarity, not loyalty to leaders
By Rida Vaquas
I came across The Miners’ Next
Step in Sheila Rowbotham’s contribution to Beyond the Fragments.
Rowbotham highlighted its
questioning of the old certainties
and an openness to new ideas as
emblematic of a more energising
and generous spirit in the socialist
movement.
For her, this was demonstrated
in the words “Do what you will
with it, modify, or (we hope) improve, but at least give it your
earnest consideration.”
It was in the context of the
UCU strike that I proceeded to
give this pamphlet, published in
1912, my earnest consideration.
Written by a tendency in the
South Wales Miners’ Federation
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known as the Unofficial Reform
Committee, the pamphlet was
published in light of bitter scepticism around the conciliation policies pursued by the trade union
leadership.
The questions it poses we are
still tackling in the movement
today. Recently, we have seen
UCU branches vote overwhelmingly to reject an ‘agreement’ with
the employer UUK which was negotiated by their leadership. It is
not an isolated story.
Whilst the history of trade
unionism cannot be simplified to
‘radical rank and file vs bureaucratic and conciliatory leadership’,
the questions of democracy and
control in unions is a very resonant
one.
For its part, The Miners’ Next
Step eloquently makes the case

against the dominance of a narrow
leadership in union decision-making, arguing “Sheep cannot be said
to have solidarity. In obedience to
a shepherd, they will go up or
down, backwards or forwards as
they are driven by him and his
dogs. But they have no solidarity,
for that means unity and loyalty.
“Unity and loyalty, not to an individual, or the policy of an individual, but to an interest and a
policy which is understood and
worked by all.”
In other words, the basis of solidarity is conscious and active involvement in the movement,
which necessitates thinking about
and discussing a lot of things together, rather than consigning the
realm of strategy to a few at the
top of the organisation.
This durable case for industrial

unionism also contains lessons for
the socialist movement in the debates about the nature of trade
unionism.
Herman Gorter, in his open letter to Lenin in 1920, notes the
growth of industrial unionism and
states “I am criticizing those politics… that assume that the leaders,
once they have great masses
around them, will be able to win”
regardless of the political convictions of those masses.
We are reminded by this that
our project is not about accumulating ‘the masses’ or the rank and
file around any individual left wing
figure.
Solidarity is between peers in a
struggle, not leaders and their
followers.
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movement ELECTIONS

YES: Support Momentum’s NEC slate
By Rosie Woods
The decision by the Labour Representation Committee to seek candidates to stand in a partial slate against the Momentum backed NEC
candidates is understandable.
There is deeply felt and growing frustration at the complete absence
of democracy in Momentums decision making, including in candidate
selection. Organisations including Red Labour have long been voicing
their disquiet over the manner in which decisions like these are made;
The Clarion editors share the concerns.
However, what is needed is a more robust approach than another small
group of left organisations declaring their own set of candidates. There
is no indication that the candidates will be anymore democratically selected or that they will be representative of the breadth of the left.
We need serious discussion about how candidate selection can be
agreed with the maximum democracy possible and for a broad range of
groupings to sign up to this. NEC nominations close in three months
and it is unlikely that such agreements and processes can be agreed in
time.

It is also the case that while the left is advancing within Labour politics is a funny game and much can change very quickly. We need to
keep our heads and think through the implications of our actions. The
gut instinct to rebel against the appalling way Momentum national
leadership has behaved is right and good, but there is a bigger picture.
Open Labour have already split from the CLGA and will be supporting
Ann Black in opposition to the Momentum slate and possibly other
candidates. We cannot afford for the left to fragment.
Over the next period those on the left committed to reversing the antidemocratic tide which overtook Momentum under the helmsmanship
of Jon Lansman should work together to aply maximum pressure for a
change in direction from those currently dominating the left nationally.
There are indications that there is growing unease at the lack of plurality
and autocratic nature of decision making from within Momentum as
well as from external groupings and the grassroots. We should exhaust
the possibilities of rescuing Momentum and forging a new left alliance
with democratically selected candidates before allowing the left to degenerate into warring factions.
For now, the left should support the Momentum-run slate, but prepare ourselves for the next round.

NO: Demand a more democratic process
By Emma Maxwell
The Momentum slate for the Labour Party NEC elections this year
has been chosen without any real involvement or participation of
grassroots Labour Party activists or members.
This is symptomatic of the growing democratic deficit in Momentum.
Anyone who is a socialist and believes in political change from the bottom up should be worried by this lack of democracy. Anyone who wants
a Labour government committed to delivering for working class people
should be concerned. A healthy democratic left organisation in the Party
is necessary for a successful Labour Government.
`Decision making of the Centre Left Grassroots Alliance slate for the
NEC elections has been controversial in the past. Input from certain left
labour organisations was effectively vetoed, and there was a biased selection of others that accorded with (or could be relied on to accommodate to) the politics of the leading lights of CLPD. Their politics was in
parts Stalinist, in parts soft left, and timid on policy except in foreign
affairs. But now the stakes are much higher, and there is an alliance with
Momentum whose data operation dominates the “left” in the Party.

Momentum elections: irony alert
Nominations for the second elections to Momentum’s National
Coordinating Grop close on 29 March and the election runs 2-16
April.
Clarion editors Rida Vaquas (Midlands/Wales/East/West region)
and Sahaya James (London and South East) are both currently on
the NCG, and Michael Chessum intends to stand (London and SE).
At the time we went to press there were still discussions going on
about left slates of candidates for the three regions, but we urge members to vote for candidates committed to sorely-needed democracy in
Momentum, to bold socialist policies and to free movement and migrants’ rights, as well as with a record of organising and supporting
grassroots struggles.
The Momentum leadership/office-supporting slate is, laughably,
called “for an empowered grassroots”. That is exactly what we need –
which is why no one who cares about democracy, socialism or a grassroots empowerment should vote for those candidates.
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The left is in the leadership of the Party and there is a real possibility
of a Labour government within the next few years. The lack of a left organisation which is able to call leaders and internal Party representatives
to account will be a real weakness. Put simply with the left in the ascendance democracy in the left becomes more not less important.
Secondly the ability of the Momentum machine to deliver in internal
Party elections, setting the agenda of Conference etc. Because of Momentum’s dominance, it has become in effect a vehicle for the new careerists. Everyone is a Corbynista now. In the event of a Labour
Government however we do not need cheerleaders but people ideologically committed to working-class people’s interests – for massive investment in public services, a radical extension of public ownership,
unashamedly for workers’ rights and the abolition of the anti union laws,
and a transformed welfare system.
Under the cover of “members-driven” Labour Party what is actually
being promoted is control by a clique at the top, participation in digital
consultations with no binding power at the bottom, and an attempt to
create a left cultural hegemony of inadequate, and often very bad, apparently ‘left’ ideas. This is far from the best traditions of labour movement democracy.
Even in its social democratic/ ‘labourist’ versions there has been an
openness to debate and at local level in the Labour Party and development of informed activists. At present Momentum appears to be just
another form of machine politics which is contemptuous of even these
mild norms within the Labour Party. Despite all the talk of member
driven politics what people see is a cynical use of OMOV when it suits.
It is a distorted reflection of the worst of the trade union bureaucracy –
without the discipline of answering to a working-class base.
There is political will from some organised socialists, notably the
Labour Representation Committee, to put (at least some) alternative
candidates forward for the Labour NEC elections this year. This should
be supported and left organisations that care about grassroots democracy
should accept the open invite to discussions from the LRC to ensure
that broadly supported credible candidates are on offer. There is time to
organise nominations as English CLPs are not meeting until after the
local elections in May.
Socialists should act now to demand greater democracy and accountability on the Labour left. What we do not challenge now we
will be forced to fight in the future.
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UCU Strike shakes up student
politics... next stop Labour
By Monty Shield, NCAFC
candidate for NUS NEC
Occupations summit
Around 40 activists from 13
campuses who had been in occupation came together on Sunday
18th March to share experiences,
learn from each other and plan
how we can unite in support of
UCU for the struggle ahead.
After a hugely inspiring four
weeks we had a collective discussion of the national situation.
Swansea UCU activist Cath
Fletcher gave an overview of the
recent history of the UCU and the
context of the strike, and Cambridge postgraduate teaching assistant and UCU member Dan
Davison spoke of the effect of the
2010 student movement on his
current involvement in the occupation at Cambridge University.

National Campaign Against
Fees and Cuts (NCAFC) activist,
Clarion editor, Momentum NCG
member and NUS Presidential
candidate Sahaya James, who
played a key role in the occupation
at UAL and UCL called for the
National Union of Students to
orientate itself towards the emerging leadership of the student
movement: the grassroots activists
who have made the last four weeks
as significant as they have been.
This comes in the context of the
largest wave of student occupations and direct action since 2010.
So far, 23 campuses have occupied
in solidarity with UCU, with the
largest wave coming last week
after UCU rejected the awful deal
being offered by Universities UK.
A different character to 2010
In 2010, the occupations and

direct action were a reaction to the
rise of tuition fees and included
many school students angry that
they would personally face the effects of the Government’s policy.
The current revolt has largely
different backbone. While some
students have cited their desire to
go into academia as a reason for
their current protest, for the vast
majority of the thousands of students are acting because of an ideological commitment to the
abstract notion of student-worker
solidarity.
Emboldened by the confidence
of UCU in calling its largest ever
set of strikes, this mass action has
been politically educative for large
groups of students who understand that students and workers
are on the same side against the
Government and UUK.

The 2000 must talk to the 2 million
The task for the students who
have been involved in the action so
far is to turn ourselves outwards
and inspire many thousands more
to join with us and staff.
If we organise collectively, this
wave of occupations and this strike
could provide the spark for a mass
student movement against marketisation in this country. Such a
movement, focussed on democratic organising, political education, worker solidarity and direct
action can achieve great things. It
can provide the bottom up pressure that helps to turn the excitement over Labour’s free education
policy into reality. And it can provide the basis for a student movement with genuine links to
workers’ struggles on and off campus. This would not only bolster

dudley young labour launches
By Carolanne Lello and
Jack Downes (both
Stourbridge CLP)
Dudley Young Labour launched
on 6 March at the Dudley Council House.
Young activists came together
from across the borough to discuss
the integral role of Young Labour
in taking back control of Dudley
Council, and the UK as a whole.
The main theme of the event was
how forming active Young Labour
groups can effect real change.
The event was prefaced by a
talk from local councillor Judy
Foster. Judy invited everyone to
come along to events surrounding
International Women’s Day. She
was followed by a rousing speech
from local Labour group leader
Pete Lowe, who spoke about his
time in the Labour Party Young
Socialists in the 1980s, and the
fights they faced as a combative,
left-wing youth section. Pete
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urged Dudley Young Labour activists to “be radical!”
Stourbridge Young Labour activists Jack Downes, Eliot Brookes
and Ellen Cobb then led a discussion about how their group has
been leading the way with local
activism, encouraging members
present from the other three
CLPs to get organising. They
touched on how to set up a YL
group, best practise when recruiting, holding campaign days, having interactive events and
producing an effective campaign
calendar to meet constituency
campaign goals.
Stourbridge YL activist Carolanne Lello spoke about issues
facing young parents under the
Tories and how they are often
under-represented in politics as a
whole. She thanked Stourbridge
Young Labour for its inclusivity
since she joined, making it possible for her children to come along
to events such as the recent Action Saturday with Jeremy Corbyn

- giving her young son the opportunity to hug his hero!
Daniel Round talked extensively about the occupations in
support of the UCU strike and
the current state of Young Labour
nationally before introducing
Clarion contributor and NUS
VPHE candidate Ana Oppenheim. Ana spoke about how we
can use our platform to campaign
for important issues such as freedom of movement and workers’
rights. She touched upon how
CLP and branch meetings can
often be off-putting and even intimidating for some young members, and how Young Labour can
combat this by holding age-appropriate events and more social,
casual meetings.
Community organiser Arun
Devasia gave the keynote speech.
Arun shared his personal experience growing up in Australia
under PM John Howard, the
struggles of the indigenous people
of Australia at the time, and going

on large demos with his family in
Sydney. Arun went on to speak
about innovative new campaigning methods such as Tinderbot,
which was used in the General
Election to check that people had
registered to vote and then to see
if people had voted.
Seats in the Dudley borough
need to be won to deliver a
Labour majority at the next General Election. Crucial work such
as building contact rates and campaigning to turn these seats red
will be strengthened by the presence of active, well-organised
Young Labour groups. Our greatest asset is our membership, and
our strength lies in our numbers
and our enthusiasm.
Events such as the launch of
Dudley Young Labour epitomise
the hope and innovation coming
from Young Labour activists
throughout the country, demonstrating that YL now has vast
amounts of potential.
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these individual struggles, but educate a new generation of future
workplace organisers.
While we should always take
care to be grounded and not slip
into wishful fantasy, it is the case
that the potential here is huge and
we should be ambitious in our
goals.
Ultimately it is up to us to do
the groundwork to make this happen. Already, further occupation
summits are being planned for
London and Scotland campuses.
It should be the collective goal of
student activists to help bring together this movement and foster
as much national cohesion as possible, through demos, days of direct action and occupations.
What have Labour and Corbyn
got to do with this?
Indirectly, the huge excitement
that the Labour Party fostered
around its free education policy in
last year’s elections has led to
many campuses having a much
larger group of politicised and

broadly left wing students than
we have seen in decades. It’s important that this is factored in
when we ask ourselves why so
many students have suddenly
been willing to take an active role
in solidarity for this strike.
However, solidarity action has
in the vast majority of places not
come as a result of organisation by
or through Labour clubs and societies. Additionally, the lack of
high-profile support for these
strikes from the Labour Party
leadership has also been noticeable. Why has Corbyn not been
visiting picket lines? Or joining
roving pickets? Why has Labour
not called a national demonstration in support of this strike,
which could have galvanised tens,
if not hundreds, of thousands?
This strike has shaken national
politics. Labour should see itself
as a the vehicle for translating the
upsurge of struggle here into a national movement that can make
the difference in catapulting it
into Government and imple-

Students in occupation in Edinburgh
menting its free National Education Service.
Finally, it’s important that we
see our role in making that happen. Let’s get policy in support of
the strikes passed through our

local Labour branches and CLPs.
Sometimes, the leadership
will just slow as it is now. Let’s
shake it into action from the
grassroots level up.

BRING THE CORBYN SUrge into NUS
By Ana Oppenheim,
candidate for NUS VP
Higher Education
This term has seen the biggest
surge in student activism in
years.
When Universities UK announced changes to the USS pensions scheme, threatening a cut of
around 40%, thousands of students
mobilised to support their staff on
strike.
Across the country students
turned out en masse to picket
lines, teach-outs, demonstrations
and, occupied over 20 campuses.
This follows other impressive
campaigns led by students in the
past year: a number of successful
rent strikes in university halls, a
campaign against pay inequality in
Bath led to the UK’s highest-paid
Vice-Chancellor stepping down,
and students at UAL went into
occupation to protest their university’s complicity in gentrification to name just a few.
John McDonnell addressed a
300-strong picket line at Gold-
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smiths and Richard Leonard even
visited an occupied lecture theatre
in the University of Edinburgh.
It’s not new that established figures of the Labour left show support for the student movement:
Corbyn and McDonnell were
both vocal advocates of the 2010
protests against tuition fee rises,
were present at the UCL occupation and have spoken at countless
student demonstrations ever since.
The difference, of course, is that
now they are leading the party .
This, unfortunately, cannot be
said about the leadership of the
National Union of Students. Just
as Labour inspired millions with
its manifesto pledge to scrap tuition fees and create a cradle-tograve National Education Service,
the new NUS leadership shied
away from even mentioning its
policy on free education,
Instead of harnessing the power
of the mass of students who enthusiastically voted for a debt-free
future, NUS focused its energy on
lobbying for a seat on the board of
the Office for Students.
In November, when a thou-

sands-strong demonstration demanding free education and living
grants funded by taxing the rich,
Corbyn filmed a video encouraging students to join the march NUS President Shakira Martin
undemocratically ruled out a motion to support it from being heard
at an NEC meeting, and wrote a
Facebook post complaining that
footage of her at a previous protest
appeared in said video for a split
second.
When senior Labour figures
were visiting picket lines and occupations, Martin dismissed occupations as a sign of privilege.
These are just some of the many
examples of the growing disconnect between the national leadership and activists on the ground.
By the time National Conference
arrives, it is likely that more students will have slept in occupations than will show up at
Glasgow’s SEC centre.
When education is under fierce
attack from the government and
greedy Vice-Chancellors, we need
a robust movement to fight back.
At a time when student activism

is thriving again and leftwing ideas
are gaining ground across society,
a radical national union could offer
immense opportunities.
With its multi-million budget,
millions of members and access to
media platforms, NUS could be
throwing its weight behind meaningful campaigns and pushing our
movement forward instead of lagging behind it.
It could pose a serious challenge
to the Tories and university bosses,
and put forward visionary policies
that expand our conception of
what is possible.
This is why I’m standing to be
NUS’ Vice-President Higher Education, and backing other candidates who are part of the Corbyn
surge. In particular, I’m campaigning for Sahaya James - an activist
with the National Campaign
Against Fees and Cuts and Momentum NCG member who is
standing to be National President.
It is time for our union to reconnect with its grassroots and
prove its relevance to the students who are mobilising and
winning on their campuses.
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Violent crime, the police and Labour
By Ellie Clarke, Holborn
and St Pancras CLP
There is no doubt the UK is experiencing a sharp surge in violent
crime at the moment.
Moped muggings, acid attacks and
stabbings aren’t media invented bogeymen designed to sex up a slow
news day. I’ve lost count of the
amount of young men in my area
who have been stabbed over the last
year. We’ve watched this build to
fever pitch and shamefully just
shrugged it off with the same platitudes over and over – “The problem
is kids don’t have anything to do
these days.”
In Camden this changed on what
is now referred to as “the bloody
night”. On this one night there were
two fatal stabbings within an hour,
one critical stabbing, and many more
non-fatal. One of the young men
who died is the third person in his
family to be stabbed to death.
It is also true that that there have
been huge cuts to local policing, with
officer numbers falling by 20,000
since 2010. So it’s very tempting and
easy to draw and A to B line between
these two truths and say, well, we
need more police funding and more
policing. My branch recently overwhelmingly passed a motion calling
for police funding to go back to pre2010 levels. Sadiq Khan has
promised that the Met will significantly increase stop and search across
the capital and even the left of
Labour are happy to use police funding as a stick to beat the Tories with.
But does more and tougher policing actually make us any safer? Does
it do anything to keep our children
away from the blade? Well actually it
does quite the opposite.
Stop and search
A ten year study by the famously

pinko lefty Metropolitan Police
showed that stop and search had no
impact; a 10% increase in stop and
search would only see a 0.1% decrease in violent crime. Again,
tougher sentencing does nothing to
effect violent crime and in fact makes
it worse.
According to the Knives Act of
1997 possession of a knife would get
you up to six months’ imprisonment.
Skip forward to the 2006 Violent
Crime Reduction Act and the maximum sentence is doubled from two
to four years. More people than ever
are being imprisoned under these
Acts, yet our rates of reoffending run
at 44% within a year of release. Prison
makes people more likely to reoffend.
Drugs don’t just magically appear
in our communities. There is a global
supply chain at play and gangs have
extremely strict and exploitative hierarchical structures. Incentives like
stop and search will never give you
access to the puppet masters.
Policing itself is perverted by kneejerk political responses. Police targets
actively hamper the fight against violent crime. A Metropolitan Police
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Federation report in 2014 claimed
quotas for arrests and stop and search
(which is already up to 10 times more
likely to target BAME people) were
unrealistic, demoralising, and encouraged unethical behaviour. This leads
a situation where kids are ending up
in the criminal justice system who
have no business being there, which
is even more alarming when you consider our rehabilitation rates.
What are our answers?
We need to have the hard argument and make the positive case for
why social provision and the welfare
state are the way to go. Early intervention programmes work. There is a
huge link between family instability,
poverty and violent crime. Things
like SureStart centres, parental training, family support, youth outreach
work and after school clubs have
been proven time and again to have a
beneficial effect on the health, educational attainment and behaviour of
children and young adults. There is
also a very pronounced link between
school exclusion and violent crime.
You don’t often hear about how an
obsession with exam results, teamed
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with the chronic underfunding of
schools and a myriad of cultural and
social issues, leads to expulsions and
pertains to knife crime. But you
should.
Mental health services also need to
act as preventative measures. You
can’t just step in once shit has hit the
fan. Mental health and trauma has to
be actively worked on every day.
Obviously people need to have
their material needs met. This will
cut out a lot of the basic roles that
gangs fulfil. This means clean safe social housing, free education, a liveable
dole, and a fully functioning NHS
(including rehabilitation services).
But we also need to find a new way
by seriously calling for the legalisation of drugs, not because we are cool
libertarians who are down with the
sesh, but because until this happens
we will always be fighting a losing
battle. The black market drug trade is
worth a mind-boggling amount of
money and where there are drugs
there is violent crime. Georgia
Gould, leader of Camden Council,
recently said, “if you engage in recreational drug use you’re implicated in
child exploitation” but this is misdirection.
For as long as we continue to pretend that the criminalisation of
drugs does anything but cause misery, violence and mass incarceration, we are all implicated in child
exploitation.

On 14 March, socialist Rio de
Janeiro city council member
Marielle Franco, a prominent
critic of police brutality and the
military occupation of her city,
was assassinated. Tens of thousands have protested across
Brazil. We send solidarity.
•More at bit.ly/2GMvwg3
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